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Mobile has changed business…
and presented new challenges & 

opportunities for marketers





By 2020, 75% of all 
mobile traffic will be 
video





The typical customer path to conversion spans devices and 
channels

1. eMarketer US data, April 2015
2. "Consumer Barometer study," TNS Infratest, June 2015

of people start an activity on one device 
and finish on another2

of people use 
three or more devices150% 41%

Conversion
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People expect 
businesses to provide 
fast and frictionless
experiences

40%
of people abandon a site if it doesn't
load after 4 seconds

49%
of people say they would purchase 
more on mobile if it were easier

Source: 1. Aberdeen Group, “The Very Real Costs of Bad Website Performance,” Aug 2016, 2. SIGNAL, “The Signal Retailer’s Guide to Understanding the 2015 Holiday Shopper,” July 2015









Stories that engage 
people, gets them 
excited and makes 
them take action

Stories & ideas that 
makes thumbs stop



Build Marketing 
that delights 
people = drives 
results

…and cut 
through the 
clutter





Think People, Not Devices

It’s tempting for us to think in terms of 
channels or devices, but it’s always been 
about people. 

To reach the right people at the right place 
at the right time, we need to understand 
how and where they engage, discover and 
share.



Capture Attention

Memories are made in an instant.
Hook people with your most engaging 
content. 

BE MEMORABLE



Facebook and Nielsen research found that up to 47% of the value in a video
campaign was delivered in the first three seconds, while up to 74% of the
value was delivered in the first ten seconds

Source: FBIQ 18

Capture attention quickly
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Building engaging 
campaigns & 
messaging is 
hard…











“Good marketing 
makes the company 
look smart. Great 
marketing makes the 
customer feel 
smart.” 
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Ford provided data feed + video template design
Shakr produced thousands of 

Personalised videos within minutes

5%
ad-recall lift

9%
favourability lift

87%
CPA decrease

+

MAKE 

PERSONALISED

CREATIVEDynamically create personalized ads at scale



Make the 
brand 

experience 
engaging, 

relevant and 
seamless.

Truly Omnichannel



Michael Kors connected their
online ads with in-store sales

Source: Facebook case study, Jan 2017

increase in attributed
in-store transactions

31%
increase in attributed
return on ad spend

33%

increase in attributed
revenue

25%

Michael Kors implemented the offline 
conversions API to attribute offline sales in its 
retail locations to its Facebook ad campaigns.







There is no one solution…



There's no universal solution to building brands or driving actions, so keep experimenting, testing and 
iterating to learn what works for your brand and audience
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Measure, Test, Learn, Iterate

The picture can't be displayed.

The picture can't be displayed.

Branding in first 3s Vs at the end Long Video Vs. Short Video



Are you thinking 
people and context, 

not just channels, 
formats and devices….

1
Are you creating to 

WOW!

2
Pick the right 

measurement and 
build a learnings 

agenda

3
Think customer 

experience

With every campaign 
learn more about 

your customer
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KEEP PEOPLE FIRST BUILD AWESOME 
COMMUNICATION – CREATIVES, 

MESSAGING

MEASURE TO LEARN BUILD BRAND EXPERIENCE 
SEAMLESS, ENGAGING AND 

RELEVANT

In a nutshell …   



The picture can't be displayed.

Make Your Marketing Impactful!
Thank you!

Sakhee Dheer


